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Overview
Global equity markets rallied through the first quarter. Highlights include the S&P 500 Index (up 6.1%), international developed markets (up 7.4%),
and emerging markets (up 11.5%). The quarter continued the post-election euphoria, which has been based on anticipated fiscal and economic
stimulus. The S&P Index is up 11.4% since the U.S. election. Fixed income markets also had a solid quarter, with U.S. high-yield corporate bonds
(up 2.6%) and emerging market debt (up 7.5%) performing best.
Investor optimism is founded on President Trump’s hoped for reforms; cutting personal and corporate taxes should provide a boost to consumer
spending as well as expansionary investment by both small and large firms, while infrastructure spending will provide a further boost to shortterm employment. However, Presidents are generally at the whim of long-term trends that limit their own unique ability to make an impact.
While President Trump extols the virtues of coal mining, the long-term economic trend is toward natural gas as a cleaner, abundant and cheap
energy. Likewise, globalization has been a decades-long trend and any attempt to reverse the complex inter-related manufacturing supply lines is
going to take years; longer than any one President has to make his mark. In short, economic fundamentals matter more than politics, and the U.S.
economy is in a solid shape.
Looking at some key measures over the longer term, there are reasons to be optimistic.

• The U.S. economy, with another good quarter, is nearing its 9th year of slow-but-steady expansion (come June). If it continues to
June, it will rank as the third longest period of continuous economic growth since 1900.

• The U.S. unemployment rate continued to fall, reaching a 10-year low of 4.5% in March. 16.2 million jobs were added over the last
seven years. (Despite this being the economy’s natural full rate of employment, wage growth has remained slow.)

• The index of leading economic indicators has risen to a 10-year high. Historically, new heights in this index suggest that a recession is
at least six years away.

• Consumer confidence hit a 16-year high, supported by strong housing markets and rising net worth; consumer net worth has risen
6.3% over the past year.

• Small business confidence is at a 30 year high! With small businesses the largest creators of new jobs, the good times are here across
many of the nation’s cities.

• U.S. corporate earnings have accelerated, with the first quarter marking three consecutive quarterly earnings gains following an
“earnings recession” ending in the middle of 2016. A recovering energy sector could add further fuel to this acceleration.
Globally, economies are showing signs of sustained growth, with ‘synchronized global growth’ becoming a buzz-word of the quarter. International equities outperformed U.S. during the first quarter; with more attractive valuations and greater potential recovery for corporate earnings, this could finally be the start of a trend. Eurozone growth has benefited from a weak currency as well as surging consumer confidence, with the regions unemployment at the lowest level in eight years and its Purchasing Managers Index is at the highest level in 71 months.
Good news extends to the emerging markets which are benefiting from a rebound in commodity prices coupled with a softer U.S dollar.
Investor and equity market enthusiasm has been accompanied by a marked lack of volatility; there were zero days with a +/- 2% move during the
first quarter, and only 2 days with a +/- 1% move, the per quarter lowest since the third quarter of 1993! Moreover, the breadth of the market
rally has been broad, with 80% of the industry groups in the S&P 1500 Index in up-trends. Our general outlook is positive. However, with politicians embarking on healthcare and tax reforms, as well as budget, infrastructure and debt-ceiling negotiations, the possibility of increased headline volatility seems likely over the coming months. Our optimism does not completely wash over very real concerns regarding global stability,
with intractable geopolitical problems presented by North Korea, Syria, and massive food shortages in parts of the Middle East and Africa. We are
mindful that shocks at home or abroad could undermine the positive trends we have been seeing. As Market Street repositions portfolios over the
coming quarters (discussed in the asset allocation changes section), we will be seeking to mitigate the effects of and leverage, if possible, any
headline induced stock market volatility.

Robert J. White CFA®, CFP®
Director of Investments
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The Markets
Ross Miller CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst
Global equity and credit markets gained during the first quarter as
economic data continued to beat expectations while anticipation of
pro-growth policies remained a catalyst for higher equity values.
However, the equity rally stalled in March as a Republican-controlled
House and Senate were unable to pass its health care reform bill. This
failure caused some uncertainty in global markets, prompting global
bonds to rally.
CREDIT MARKETS
Government bonds remained range bound with yields on the U.S. 10year Treasury moving down only 5bps from the beginning of 2017.
Despite range bound yields, March was a busy month for central
banks; all the major banks had a meeting although only the Federal
Reserve (Fed) raised rates. The Fed hiked the federal funds rate by
0.25% to 0.75% in March. Despite the rate hike, government bonds
finished slightly positive in the first quarter due to a flattening of
sovereign yield curves.

down to the point where there is little room for more decline. Despite this, improving economic data and rising inflation are likely to
push yields higher over time, making selected opportunities more
attractive.
Emerging market debt continued its recent strong performance.
Emerging markets have benefitted from stronger global growth, a
stable inflationary environment and local economic reforms. Protectionist policy plans from developed markets originally caused a pause
in emerging markets but as those fears simmered, emerging markets
rallied. Emerging Asia remains on solid footing as its biggest trading
partner, China, continues to improve its economy. Despite significant
turmoil in Latin America, the region was a top performer in the first
quarter, boosted by continued economic reforms in Argentina. Venezuela continued to meet bond payments despite basic necessity
shortages in the country.
GLOBAL EQUITIES

Following a fourth quarter sell-off, attractive yields enticed investors
during the first quarter. Demand was boosted by the reinvestment of
large coupon payments in January. While fears of higher inflation and
rising rates have constrained municipals recently, their tax-exempt
status and limited sensitivity to higher rates has historically led to
outperformance in rising rate environments.

Global equities ended a strong first quarter with a leadership change;
over the past decade, U.S. equities have led the way but as European
and emerging market economies strengthen, these regions have
begun to outperform. International equity markets were the top
performers during the first quarter, led by Japan and the emerging
markets.

High yield municipal bonds were the top performer in the first quarter; investors were attracted by their strong fundamentals and higher
yields. The high yield municipal to high yield corporate ratio ended
the quarter at 107%, a valuation metric that displays relative value
when over 100%. As economic growth improves and data remains
strong, high yield municipals could be a star performer in 2017.

U.S. equities continued their fourth quarter rally. Markets were driven by anticipation of pro-growth fiscal policies, repeatedly hitting
new record highs before stalling in March; politics became a headwind after the health care reform bill failed, suggesting pro-growth
policies may not materialize as easily as expected. Looking forward,
political deadlock on tax reform and other fiscal stimulus policies may
be a headwind to equity markets in 2017.

High yield corporate bonds kept up with high yield municipals
through February as the global appetite for risk continued and commodity prices rose. However, as oil prices fell throughout March,
energy bonds fell, dragging down the overall return. Despite the
March drop, high yield corporates returned over 2.5% for the first
quarter. However, the asset class remains vulnerable to rising rates
given that high amounts of debt are due for repayment over the next
several years and refinancing capabilities are somewhat limited. In
particular, the struggling retail sector is likely to be headline news for
the foreseeable future.
International bonds finished the first quarter in positive territory but
returns were mediocre at best. Global uncertainty and the European
Central Bank’s purchases of corporate bonds have brought yields
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While small caps led equity markets in 2016 on improving growth and
anticipation of fiscal stimulus, first quarter U.S. equity gains were led
by large capitalization stocks. Despite positive economic data, fiscal
stimulus appeared no closer during the first quarter. As earnings
recovered, growth stocks outperformed value in the first quarter. On
a relative basis, growth outperformed value by about 5% across small
and large capitalization stocks.
International stocks beat U.S. stocks in the first quarter. The outperformance was driven by improving economic data, an earnings recovery and a decline in the odds of populist victories in upcoming European elections. Despite the U.K.’s Prime Minister triggering Article 50
to begin Brexit negotiations, European markets moved upward; BrexPAGE 3

it has so far had little negative impact in either the U.K. or Europe. As
earnings recover and economic data remains positive-to-stable, European markets may continue to have more upward momentum than
U.S. markets. Figure 1 illustrates how European earnings per share
growth has lagged the U.S. and Japan over the past six years.

Figure 1

ient despite adverse political rhetoric in regards to trade. Emerging
markets continue to see significant inflows of cash from foreign investors, signaling investor confidence in the emerging markets’ reforms and financial markets.
REAL ASSETS
Commodity markets improved early in the first quarter before faltering in March. An OPEC production cut provided early gains but as U.S.
inventories increased oil prices began to drift below $50 per barrel.
Oil prices fell 6% during the first quarter on supply-demand rebalancing uncertainty but as OPEC considers a cut extension, oil again rallied over $50 per barrel. Natural gas prices fell 16% as stockpiles remained high due to unseasonably warm weather in the first quarter.
MLPs gained around 4% during the quarter. Investor sentiment was
boosted by the bright political environment for domestic oil and gas
production. There was a welcome decoupling of MLP performance
from the price of oil; as we have written previously, the economics of
MLPs are not highly correlated to the oil price even though, for short
periods, their prices act as though they are.

Source: JPMorgan

Emerging market equities were the top performer first quarter, generating an 11% return. Emerging market equities have remained resil-
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Precious metals gained on rising inflation concerns coupled with market uncertainty. Gold gained 9% during the 1st quarter while silver
rallied 15%. U.S. REITs were largely unchanged during the first quarter as rising rate concerns impacted valuations. International REITs
gained over 6% with valuations improving on better economic prospects.
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Asset Allocation
We recently reviewed our forward-looking capital market assumptions (10-year forecasts) and the impact those views
will have on client asset allocation. These forecasts are valuation based while also incorporating the key economic
factors which ultimately drive markets. The analysis helps us determine the attractiveness of asset classes over the
next decade and is integral in setting overall asset allocation for clients.

Michael R. Eisner
CFA®
Chief Investment
Officer

Not surprisingly, our review confirms that investment grade bonds
should have a lower strategic weight in portfolios given valuations
today. We have tactically kept portfolios underweight in high quality
municipals for several years due to these valuation concerns, and we
will systematically build that lower weight into portfolios for the
foreseeable future.
Additionally, given the current difficult investing environment for
hedge funds and their historical tax inefficiency, we are strategically
lowering our weight further. This should also not be a surprise given our continuous underweight to the asset class
over the last few years.
The biggest change to asset allocation will be an increase to U.S. equities. Over the last several years, you have heard
us talk about the attractiveness of international equities and we have significantly added to this space (prior to 2015,
the allocation to international equities was 15%). We still believe foreign equities remain attractive on a valuation
basis, but are comfortable with the current strategic weight as Europe continues to work through debt issues and
European Union political issues remain. More importantly, we feel U.S. equities, even at higher valuations, offer return potential greater than several other asset classes (cash, fixed income, hedge funds) and therefore deserve a larger position in portfolios.
Finally, we are reducing the weight of real assets to reflect both lower return expectations in REITs and the need to
reduce volatility in portfolios. The MLP and natural resource positions in real assets, though attractive, are some of
the most volatile assets in client portfolios, and reducing these positions slightly will help maintain the overall risk
profile of portfolios.
The table below highlights the changes in the long-term (strategic) targets and the rebalancing necessary to reach
these targets from current positioning. We expect the shift to the new asset allocation to occur over several quarters.
Of course, market conditions will have some impact on the process, and may increase or slow down the transition.
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Outlook
Michael R. Eisner Behavioral finance, the study of behavioral and cognitive psychological theory combined with conventional economCFA® ics, has become a popular for good reason. Behavioral finance proposes theories which reveal that investor’s choicChief Investment es can often be explained by cognitive and emotional behavioral biases, which can sometimes lead to poor deciOfficer sions. These biases, which are not always liabilities, tend to be predictable (for example, investors have a tendency
to sell winners while holding on to losers), and have led to a cottage industry of money managers trying to take advantage of these biases. One aspect of behavioral finance, emotional bias, is at odds with market outcomes, which
are usually determined by facts and data (of course there are periods when markets are driven by emotions, but
they usually become grounded, sometimes suddenly, by actual facts such as earnings and prices). In my opinion,
today’s market environment is being ruled more by emotions and less by data, providing better opportunities than
may be perceived.
Global economic data, which has been weak the last several years is finally showing signs of strengthening. Corporate profit growth, which was negative for five consecutive quarters, rebounded at the end of 2016 and is expected
to show double digit growth in the first quarter of 2017. Consumer confidence has hit 16 year highs while ISM surveys show the U.S. economy hitting its stride. We are talking about inflation, instead of deflation, which reflects
stronger growth at many levels. Incomes, impacted both by wage growth and hours worked are climbing at a 4-5%
clip.
Tempering this good news is the reaction many are having to the political situations both in the U.S. and abroad.
Political changes and impacts on markets are important factors that bear watching. But the visceral reactions driving investor behavior today appears more pronounced than in the past, keeping money on the sidelines. With so
many waiting for the impending sell-off, I believe we are in an environment supportive of risk in the market place.
3-5% market movements (up or down) are natural occurrences needing no explanation. Moves such as 10% - 20%
need catalysts. Real sustained corrections need recessions, and recessions need excesses or exogenous events. The
2008 financial crises saw huge excesses in the housing markets and massively overleveraged banks. The early
2000s’ tech bubble saw overcapitalized “pipe-dream” internet companies and over investment in technology. The
1973-74 recession came about due to sharp increases in energy prices while the 1980-81 “double dip” occurred as
the Fed moved interest rates up sharply as it sought to kill inflation. No similar events seem likely now.
There have been cases made that markets are in excess now, with bond yields coming off historic lows and equity
markets trading above fair value. We have talked about this in past Investment Reviews and reflect that this may
dampen future returns, but does not need to be a recipe for disaster. Others worry we are in the midst of one of
the longest uninterrupted economic recoveries and history suggests we are due for a recession. I contend that within this cycle (2009 – 2017), global economies have behaved as if we have had one, if not two recessions, only to be
bailed out by $12 trillion of global central bank involvement.
As noted above, we do not believe things are as bad as they seem. There may have been more attractive return
periods, but the current environment remains supportive. Plus, with so much headline negativity, the surprise
might be to the upside and not with a selloff. Therefore, remaining steadfast in your long-term plan is a wise place
to be as we navigate the present turbulence.
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Market Data
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Please visit our website, www.MarketStreetTrust.com for additional information on the funds and any investment fund updates.
As always, please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about the investment program or your personal portfolio.
80 E. Market Street, Suite 300 ǀ Corning, New York 14830 ǀ 607.962.6876 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
499 Park Avenue, 26th Floor ǀ New York, New York 10022 ǀ 212.400.9070 phone ǀ 607.962.6709 fax
www.MarketStreetTrust.com

Michael R. Eisner CFA®
Chief Investment Officer

Robert J. White CFA®, CFP®
Director of Investments

Ross Miller CFA®
Senior Investment Analyst

Amy R. Sydlansky
Investment Associate

Maxwell Burke
Investment Associate

This presentation has been prepared by Market Street Trust Company. The views expressed herein represent opinions of Market Street and are presented for informational purposes only. They are not intended to be a
recommendation or investment advice and do not take into account the individual financial circumstances or objectives of the investor who receives it.
Certain statements included in this presentation constitute forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are not facts but reflect current thinking regarding future events or results. These forward statements are
subject to risks that may result in actual results being materially different from current expectations.
Past performance (before and after taxes) does not guarantee future performance. There is no assurance that Market Street Trust Company funds will achieve their investment objectives, or that they will or are likely to achieve
results comparable to those shown herein, or will make any profit, or will be able to avoid incurring losses. Exposure to foreign currencies may cause additional fluctuation in the value of any investment. Each investor must
assess the suitability of an investment, one’s tolerance for risk and the impact on one’s diversification strategy. This presentation does not constitute an invitation to buy or an offer to sell securities, or any other products or
services.
This is intended as general information only. Investors in these funds may be required to meet certain criteria under the securities laws in order to qualify. Any discussion of U.S. tax matters is not intended and cannot be used
or relied upon for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
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